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Effect of silver nanoparticles administered in a mouse blood vessel is being investigated from 
electromagnetic point of view. 
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Introduction. Noble metals are being in wide use in the form of nanoparticles (NP) in 
different areas of modern science, in particular medicine. Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) have the 
potential to revolutionize the medical and consumer products industries [1]: “These particles, which 
range in diameter from 1-100 nanometers, demonstrate unique properties, especially against various 
bacteria, viruses, and fungi“. 

Silver has been used to treat infections for centuries, but with the advent of nanotechnology, 
use of silver in nanoparticle form has opened new treatment avenues. Various researchers have 
found that silver nanoparticles are effective killers of pathogenic bacteria such as E.coli, B.subtilis, 
and S.aureus.  The antimicrobial mechanisms of their action are not completely understood, but they 
may interact with the bacterial peptidoglycan layer, form pits in the cell wall, change membrane 
polarity, and/or form free radicals that damage the membrane, or a combination of these effects.  
One thing that is known is that because the nanoparticles do not act via cell receptors, there is no 
immune response and thus no antibacterial resistance.  Recent studies have also indicated that silver 
nanoparticles in the range of 1–10 nm attach to HIV proteins and inhibit the virus from binding to 
cells. Because of these antimicrobial properties, silver nanoparticle technology has been 
incorporated into surgical instruments, hospital wound dressings, and a wide variety of consumer 
products, such as washing machines, food storage containers, bandages, and clothing. 

Using silver medicinally, usually in the form of colloidal silver sold in health food stores as a 
dietary supplement, has some potential side effects. These include: argyria – a permanent 
incorporation of silver into the skin resulting in a silver skin tone, neurologic problems, kidney 
damage, stomach distress, headaches, fatigue, skin irritation, and the potential interference with the 
body’s absorption of some drugs. The effects of silver nanoparticles on the soil, air, wastewater, 
groundwater, and bacteria, algae, protozoa, fungi, plant, and animal life are not at all understood.  
Consequently, the technology is not without some huge implications, and its further use may result 
in the opening of a “Pandora’s Box” of problems  or – a kind of modern panacea. 

1. Research and publications analysis. It has been shown [2], that AgNPs can be  harmful 
for health, for example cytotoxical (fig. 1). 

On the other hand, it can cure, though the mechanism is not yet clear [3 – 10]. 

2. The problem. It is needed to determine the electromagnetic influence of silver NPs on 
blood stream and draw some conclusions. 

3. The instrument of investigation. We’ve taken Comsol® modeling environment for 
evaluation of silver NPs of size 50 – 300 nm influence on blood of a mouse. The mathematical 
equation for description the physical processes for this model is: 

1 2
0 0( ) ( / ) 0r rE j k E         , 

where μr – relative magnetic permeability of substance; E – intensity of electric field at the 
monitoring point, (V/m); εr – relative dielectric permittivity of environment; σ  – conductivity of 
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proxy element, (Sm/m); ω  – circular frequency of oscillations, (Rad/s); 0ε
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k  – wave number; λ – wavelength of oscillations. 

 
a      b 

Fig. 1 Cytotoxicity of nano-silver: a – L5178Y cells: 1 – without S-9 (IC20 1,796.88 g/mL); 
2 – with S-9 (IC20 3,769.53 g/mL); b – BEAS-2B cells: 1 – without S-9 (IC20 761.72 g/mL); 

2 – with S-9 (IC20 1,171.88 g/mL) 

4. Different oscillation regimes study. The silver NPs are shown at fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Sperically shaped silver NPs 

Now, lets examine what happens if they are ingected into the bloodstream, having taken into 
account that base for blood is water, that radiates in ultraviolet range (270 – 315 nm) [4].  
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A. Radiation wave lenght 300 nm, AgNPs diameter 100 nm (fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Radiation pattern of 100 nm AgNPs excited at wavelength of 300 nm (left) and appropriate graph, 

showing values of normal to the plane of observation component of electric field zE (right) 

As it can be seen from fig. 2, there is obvious interference electromagnetic pattern of mutual 
interaction between AgNPs. This is because values of NPs size and wavelength are comparable and 
compatible. A hypothesis could be drawn AgNPs having made some “electromagnetic treatment” 
for mice blood, that could have resulted in, for example, glucose level reduce, as it was shown in [3] 
for the case of golden NPs being administered in mice blood. 

B. Radiation wave lenght 300 nm, AgNPs diameter 50 nm (fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3 Radiation pattern of 50 nm AgNPs excited at wavelength of 300 nm (left) and appropriate graph, 

showing values of normal to the plane of observation component of electric field zE (right) 

Now from fig. 3 one can judge, that interferential pattern of zE  influencing the bloodstream 
in a mouse vessel is kept with greater number of extremal field values seen due to relative 
investigation area enlargement. 
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C. Radiation wave lenght 300 nm, AgNPs diameter 300 nm (fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Radiation pattern of 30 nm AgNPs excited at wavelength of 300 nm (left) and appropriate graph, 

showing values of normal to the plane of observation component of electric field zE (right) 

Fig. 4 shows the most perfect case of electromagnetic interconnection of AgNPs. Reason is, 
of course, radiation wavelength exactly matching NPs diameter.  

5. Discussion. First of all, it’s almost clear that 2D-modeling done can be abstracted to 3D-
case because of fractal nature of the matter studied, having in view that at such an approach circle-
sphere and 2D blood-3D blood links are seem to be unargueable. Secondly, a hypotheses of 
“electromagnetic treatment” to the blood is being attempted. Of course, serious future research of 
this is demanded. Thirdly, experimenting with NPs size doesn’t mean freedom in practical use, 
because it’s known strong size-dependent influence of NPs on health of the patient cured [3].  

6. Field of use. Possible application as an additional technique for study of noble metals NPs 
impact on health and environment protection can be forseen. Wide and excellent way of working in 
medical, environmental and electrodynamic education can be stated undoubtfully (labs, seminars, 
lectures etc.). 

7. Conclusion. Electromagnetic approach is affordable when studying silver NPs use for 
environmental and medical problem. Such interdisciplinary instrument could boost classical 
investigation in the field. A nutshell of AgNPs nature react on medium can be cracked with a kick-
ass hypotheses of “electromagnetic treatment”, keeping in mind that AgNPs “can cause primary 
DNA damage and cytotoxicity but not mutagenicity in cultured mammalian cells” [2]. 
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А. В. Вишневский 
Электромагнитное поведение серебряных наночастиц в кровеносном сосуде 
Исследован эффект введения серебряных наночастиц в кровеносный сосуд мыши с 
электромагнитной точки зрения. 
 
О. В. Вишнівський 
Електромагнітна поведінка срібних наночастинок у кровеносній судині 
Досліджено ефект введення срібних наночастинок в кровеносну судину миші з 
електромагнітної точки зору. 


